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This paper describes a series of three-ring phenylene-ethynylenes (PEs) in which specific, noncovalent arene-arene interactions control conformation in the solid-state. As determined by
single crystal X-ray structures, edge-face interactions between benzyl ester side chains and
conjugated main chains are observed. In contrast, perfluorobenzyl ester side chains interact
cofacially with main chains, resulting in ~60° torsional angles between neighboring aryl rings
in crystalline PEs. Absorbance and fluorescence spectra of films of these compounds reflect
these conformational effects, with the spectra of perfluorobenzyl-substituted compounds
shifting hypsochromically from solution- to solid-state. In a demonstration of how balancing
non-covalent interactions can open the way to new responsive materials, a main chain twisted
derivative with octyloxy substituents displayed significant piezochromic behavior.

Introduction
Conjugated organic materials combine semiconducting
behavior with the processability, tunability, and flexibility of
organics. These features render them useful for applications
that require flexible electronics, including display technologies,
light sources, sensors, solar cells, and field effect transistors.1-4
Bandgap engineering of these materials through molecular
architecture and geometry has been extensively studied.5-8
Although the majority of applications require the conjugated
material to be in the solid-state, control over solid-state
morphology and properties remains an elusive goal critical for
optimal performance and fundamental research.9,10
Molecules and materials with phenylene-ethynylene (PEs)
linkages are an important class of conjugated materials, with
applications such as emissive devices and sensors.11 The
coplanarity of aryl rings along the main chain determines
effective conjugation and resultant properties such as band
gap,12 while the low rotational barriers about the arylene-alkyne
bonds (< 1 kcal/mol) generally result in a large distribution of
conformers in solution at room temperature.13 There have been
several reported approaches to capture both coplanar (using
hydrogen-bonding between monomeric units)14,15 and twisted
conformations (using steric hindrance along the main chain) of
PEs.16 Large, sterically hindering groups, either as side chains
or as part of the main chain, can prevent the extensive π-orbital
overlap which is often cited as the cause of reduced and
irreproducible luminescence from these materials in the solid-
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state.17 Other approaches to preparing twisted PE derivatives
include incorporating tethers between aromatic rings,18,19
binding to a helical template,20 and the inclusion of positively
charged rings.21
Side chains are key structural elements of most conjugated
materials. In most cases, the nature of side chains do not
influence the optoelectronic properties of main chains directly,
but can have important implications in solid-state morphology,
which makes them useful in tailoring molecular packing for
specific applications.22-26 Despite the ubiquity of aromatic rings
in the main chains of conjugated materials, investigations of the
potential influence of non-covalent interactions between
aromatic rings on side chains and conjugated main chains are
uncommon.
Interactions such edge-face and cofacial
interactions are useful in crystal engineering27-30 and arranging
reactants to undergo processes such as topochemical
reactions.31-33 Herein we report the effects of aromatic
interactions between side chains and main chains on the solidstate conformations and optical properties of solid-state PEs.

Results	
  and	
  Discussion	
  
Solution and Solid State Optical Properties
Table 1 shows the structures of a series of seven three-ring
phenylene-ethynylenes (1-7) that comprise a central
terephthalate ring and terminal phenylacetylene groups. Full
syntheses and procedures are available in the Electronic
Supplementary Information. We chose cyclohexylmethyl (1),
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Table 1. Structures of 1 – 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R1

R2

R3

Cyclohexyl
Ph
F5Ph
F5Ph
F5Ph
F5Ph
F5Ph

OCH3
OCH3
H
OCH3
H
H
OC8H17

H
H
OH
H
OCH3
H
H

Table 2: Optical properties of 1-7. All wavelengths are in nm.

1
2
3a
4
5
6
7

Dilute Solutiona
λmax, absb
λmax, em
375
450
381
461
404
461
383
469
375
452
362
425
386
473

ΦF
0.35
0.44
0.04
0.49
0.44
0.49
0.46

λmax, absb
420
392
405
353
356
342
355, 402c

Films
λmax, em
481
511
506
446
443
444
438, 483c

a-Measured in CH2Cl2, except for the fluorescence emission spectrum of 3
(THF), which had ΦF < 0.01 in CH2Cl2, using quinine sulfate in 0.5 M H2SO4
as standard. b-All maxima represent the lowest energy absorption band. cDifferent maximum upon grinding: discussed at the end of the text.

benzyl (2), and pentafluorobenzyl (3-7) as the three types of
substituents on the central terephalate ring because of the trend
of their quadrupole moments: while cyclohexane has a
negligible quadrupole moment, benzene and perfluorobenzene
have quadrupole moments that are of opposite sign but similar
magnitude.34 Quadrupole moments of aromatic rings are key to
understanding their non-covalent interactions, including edgeface C-H/π and cofacial arene/perfluoroarene interactions.
Table 2 summarizes the optical properties of 1-7 in solution and
as thin films. We fabricated the films by drop-casting solutions
of 3-6 in chlorobenzene onto quartz slides. Although all films
we prepared showed scattering due to crystallization of the
samples, films of 1 and 2 prepared by drop-casting were too
highly scattering for UV/vis spectrophotometry. We obtained
films of 1 by spin-casting from CHCl3, while we prepared films
of 2 by melting a thin layer of powder onto quartz followed by
slow cooling.
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As depicted in Figure 1 and the ESI, 1-3 exhibit
bathochromic shifts of absorbance spectra, excitation spectra, or
both upon transition from CH2Cl2 solution to the solid-state as
thin films. This behavior is typical of PE materials in the solid
state and is reported to arise from both planarization of the
backbone and intermolecular π-orbital overlap.23,35 In strong
contrast to this behavior, compounds 4-6, all of which have
pentafluorobenzyl ester side chains and also lack any phenol
groups on the main chain, exhibit hypsochromic shifts upon
transition from CH2Cl2, with decreases in wavelengths of
maximum absorbance between 20-30 nm. Observations with
the naked eye of powders obtained by simple rotary
evaporation of solutions of these compounds corroborate these
results; powders of 1-3 are yellow in color, while those of 4-6
are colorless. A recent example of solid-state hypsochromic
shift in a three-ring phenylene-ethynylene required highly
specific processing conditions to trap the twisted
conformation;36 bathochromic shifts are far more common
under general processing conditions used here.37 Spun cast
films of 4-6 initially showed spectra similar to those observed
in solution, which we attribute to a broad distribution of
conformations due to rapid solvent evaporation.
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X-Ray Crystallography
The crystal structures of 1-6 show that specific non-covalent
interactions can dictate coplanarity along the PE backbone
(Figure 2 and ESI). In all structures, the ester groups are highly
coplanar with the central phenylene ring to maximize πconjugation of the terephthalate moiety. This structural feature
limits the volume of space that the phenyl, perfluorophenyl, or
cyclohexyl rings can occupy from the highly coplanar
conformation. The cyclohexylmethyl side chains of 1 segregate
into aliphatic regions showing no appreciable interactions with
the PE main chains. Compound 1 has torsional angles of 1719° between the central and terminal phenylene rings.
Compound 2 shows greater coplanarity of adjacent phenylene
rings (torsional angles of 10-14°), which we attribute in part to
C-H/π interactions (H-to-centroid distances between 2.62-2.67
Å) between the faces of benzyl substituents of the side chains
and hydrogen atoms on the terminal anisyl rings.38 Compound
3, which has both perfluorobenzyl esters and phenols on the
terminal rings in positions adjacent to the alkyne substituents,
shows the greatest coplanarity of all compounds studied in this
work, with torsional angles of 1-6°. We attribute this result to
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hydrogen bonds (O••O distance of 2.79-2.87 Å) between the
phenols and the carbonyl oxygen atoms on the central ring,
analogous to that observed in solution by Zhao and
coworkers.14,15 Cofacial interactions between main chains,
common in crystal structures of PE materials, are not
significant in the crystal structure of 3.
Relative to the central terephthalate ring, the benzyl side
chains of 2 and the pentafluorobenzyl side chains of 4-6 occupy
a similar volume of space in their interactions with the main
chain because the planar ester groups restrict the space
accessible by the side chain. The key side chain/main chain
interactions in 4-6, however, are cofacial interactions between
the pentafluorobenzyl side chains and the terminal conjugated
rings (ArH-ArF interactions). An inversion of the quadrupole
of most perfluorinated benzene derivatives is an important
contributor to this well-documented class of cofacial arenearene interactions. ArH-ArF interactions between main chains
are known to exist in conjugated materials, including PEs.27,30,39
Both intra- and intermolecular ArH-ArF interactions extend
throughout the crystal, with centroid to mean-plane distances
between cofacially stacked rings of 3.41–3.51 Å. To participate
in cofacial interactions with the side chain pentafluorophenyl
rings, the terminal rings of the conjugated main chains of 4, 5
and 6 twist out of coplanarity with the central terephthalate
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ring, with inter-ring torsional angles of 54–61°. These large
deviations from coplanarity reduce the effective conjugation
between rings in the structure, and explain why 4-6 shows
hypsochromically-shifted spectra in the solid-state relative to
both dilute solution and solid-state 1-3. The distributions of
conformations of these molecules in solution do not appear to
show the same dependence on the non-covalent interactions
between side chains and main chains of these compounds as
crystalline solids.
Evidence for this conclusion are the
absorbance spectra of 2 and 4, which have the same formally
conjugated backbone structure, and which differ only slightly in
solution but by ~ 40 nm in the solid state.
In addition, the comparison of 3 to 4-6 is a clear
demonstration of the competition between different noncovalent interactions: in this case, as has been generally
observed in competition between H-bonding and ArH-ArF
interactions,40 the hydrogen bonds dictate the main chain
geometry, both forcing the side chain pentafluorobenzyl groups
to engage in other intermolecular interactions and yielding the
most red-shifted absorbance and fluorescence spectra. To
further support our conclusion that changes in torsional angles
observed in the crystal structures cause the large differences in
solid-state absorbance spectra of 1-3 in comparison to 4-6, we
performed TDDFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level
of theory for 2, 3, and 4. We used the same molecular
geometry for each TDDFT calculation as that determined for
each crystal structure, such that the results of the calculations
gave transition energies and oscillator strengths for an
individual molecule in vacuum with geometries identical to
those found in the single crystals. The trends in energies of the
S0-S1 transitions from these calculations are consistent with our
conclusion relating increased torsional angle in the X-ray
structure to hypsochromic shifts in solid-state optical spectra:
the calculated transition energies increase from 3 (2.70 eV, 459
nm, f = 0.50) to 2 (2.86 eV, 434 nm, f = 0.83) to 4 (3.05 eV,
406 nm, f = 0.37).
Piezochromism
Compound 7, which has the same conjugated backbone as 4,
but has para-octyloxy groups instead of para-methoxy groups,
has optical spectra in CH2Cl2 solution that are almost identical
to those of 4. In a demonstration of the influence of subtlety
balanced non-covalent interactions controlling solid-state
morphology, solid films of 7 drop-cast from CH2Cl2 are
piezochromic (Figure 3).41,42 As initially prepared drop-cast
films, the absorbance and fluorescence emission spectra of 7
are red-shifted from corresponding spectra in solution and show
green emission (λmax(em) = 483 nm). After heating at 110 °C
for 15 minutes, these spectra shift to the blue by 45-50 nm
(Table 2 and Figure 3). Grinding the heated films with a
spatula results in complete recovery of green emission, while
subsequent reheating (< 10 minutes at 110 °C) reverts the film
to the blue-emissive phase. In contrast, the optical properties of
compounds 1-3 and 6 are unresponsive to pressure. Compounds
4 and 5 respond to pressure with broadened, bathochromically
shifted absorbance spectra, but with no new peaks.
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Figure	
   3:	
   Absorbance	
   (top)	
   and	
   emission	
   (bottom)	
   spectra	
   of	
   7,	
   drop	
   cast	
   from	
  
CH2Cl2	
   with	
   heating	
   and	
   grinding	
   cycles.	
   	
   Excitation	
   wavelengths	
   were	
   395	
   nm	
  
(green	
  phase)	
  and	
  350	
  nm	
  (blue	
  phase).	
  	
  

While well known in other luminescent materials, to our
knowledge, only two PE-based materials are reported to be
piezochromic.43,44 Differential scanning calorimetry (ESI) of 7
after grinding reveals a 17.5 J/g endothermic transition unique
to the first heating cycle at 80 °C, above which the sample
transitions to the blue-emitting phase. We preliminarily
conclude that the twisted main chains adopt a more dense,
coplanar conformation upon grinding (the crystal of 3 is 0.01
g/cm3 more dense than that of 5) that reverts to a twisted
conformation coupled with thermally-induced side chain
disorder.45 Although the precise role of the octyloxy chains is
not yet clear, we hypothesize that a balance between aliphatic
interactions and arene-arene interactions, enabled by the long
alkyl chains, are important to the mechanically-responsive
phase behavior of 7, and note that strong dependences of alkyl
chain length on piezochromic behaviour has been reported in a
number of instances.46-50
Attempts to grow crystals of
compound 7 suitable for X-ray crystallography are ongoing.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that specific, noncovalent interactions between aromatic rings on side chains and
main chains can dictate optoelectronic properties of conjugated
materials, and that competition between these and other forces
has potential for responsive materials such as piezochromics,
particularly in PE materials because of their small rotation
barriers. Given the prevalence of aromatic rings in conjugated
materials, we believe that specifically designed interactions
between aromatic moieties on side chains and main chains
represent a rich new approach to side chain engineering and an
opportunity for new properties and functionality of these and
related systems.
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